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Abstract: Bone tissue engineering mandates the development

of a functional scaffold that mimics the physicochemical prop-

erties of native bone. Bioglass 45S5 (BG) is a highly bioactive

material known to augment bone formation and restoration.

Hybrid scaffolds fabricated using collagen type I and BG resem-

ble the organic and inorganic composition of the bone extracel-

lular matrix and hence have been extensively investigated for

bone tissue engineering applications. However, collagen–BG

scaffolds developed thus far do not recapitulate the aligned

structure of collagen found in native bone. In this study, an

electrochemical fabrication method was employed to synthe-

size BG-incorporated electrochemically aligned collagen (BG-

ELAC) threads that are compositionally similar to native bone.

Further, aligned collagen fibrils within BG-ELAC threads mimic

the anisotropic arrangement of collagen fibrils in native bone.

The effect of BG incorporation on the mechanical properties

and cell-mediated mineralization on ELAC threads was

investigated. The results indicated that BG can be successfully

incorporated within ELAC threads, without disturbing collagen

fibril alignment. Further, BG incorporation significantly

increased the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and modulus of

ELAC threads (p<0.05). SBF conditioning showed extensive

mineralization on BG-ELAC threads that increased over time

demonstrating the bone bioactivity of BG-ELAC threads. Addi-

tionally, BG incorporation into ELAC threads resulted in

increased cell proliferation (p<0.05) and deposition of a highly

dense and continuous mineralized matrix. In conclusion, incor-

poration of BG into ELAC threads is a viable strategy for the

development of an osteoconductive material for bone tissue

engineering applications. VC 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Biomed

Mater Res Part A: 00A:000–000, 2017.
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INTRODUCTION

Physicochemical cues from the extracellular matrix (ECM)
microenvironment have been shown to play a critical role in
cell proliferation, migration, and tissue-specific differentia-
tion.1–4 While several studies have attempted to develop bio-
mimetic scaffolds that resemble individual facets of native
bone ECM (i.e., composition, structure, or mechanics), little
work is done on the fabrication of scaffolds that mimic multi-
ple aspects of the bone ECM. For example, collagen–hydroxy-
apatite hybrid scaffolds resemble the composition of native
bone5,6; however, most existing scaffolds are mechanically
weak with randomly oriented collagen fibers. On the other
hand, electrospun aligned composites of poly(D,L-lactide-co-
glycolide) (PLGA) and hydroxyapatite (HA) mimic the highly
oriented ECM structure of native bone tissue, but are not com-
positionally similar.7 Development of a biomimetic scaffold

that recapitulates composition, mechanics, and anisotropic
architecture of native bone is imperative to guide cell differen-
tiation, and highly ordered cell-mediated de novo mineraliza-
tion that is akin to the native tissue.8

Bioglass 45S5 (BG) is an osteostimulative glass ceramic
that has been previously shown to be more bioactive com-
pared to HA.9,10 Specifically, Oonishi et al. have shown that
BG implantation into a critical sized bone defect in a rabbit
model resulted in significantly faster bone restoration (2
weeks) compared to HA (12 weeks).10 Furthermore, con-
trolled release of ions (e.g., Ca, Si) from BG have been
shown to stimulate bone marrow stem cell differentiation,11

osteoblast proliferation and differentiation,12–14 and matrix
mineralization15,16. Collagen type I and BG have been com-
bined in numerous studies for the fabrication of biomimetic
scaffolds for bone tissue engineering applications.17 While
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pure collagen gel-based scaffolds are mechanically weak for
use in load-bearing applications, incorporation of an inorganic
phase within the collagen framework has been shown to
structurally reinforce the collagen fibers and thereby signifi-
cantly improve the mechanical properties of collagen-based
scaffolds.18–20 Another limitation of collagen gels is the
loosely packed network of collagen fibers resulting in low col-
lagen fibrillar density compared to native bone. Unconfined
plastic compression of collagen gels has been reported to
densify collagen fibers and generate mechanically competent
scaffolds that mimic the microstructural properties of the
bone ECM.21 Furthermore, incorporation of BG within plasti-
cally compressed collagen matrices has been shown to expe-
dite cell-mediated mineralization.15,22 Although plastic
compression yields mechanically stiff and dense collagen scaf-
folds, the collagen fibers in these scaffolds are randomly ori-
ented and do not mimic the aligned collagen network found in
native bone. Therefore, there is a need for an alternative colla-
gen densification method that yields highly oriented collagen–
BG scaffolds for bone tissue engineering applications.

In this study, an electrochemical method based on the prin-
ciples of isoelectric focusing was employed to synthesize BG
incorporated electrochemically aligned collagen (BG-ELAC)
threads. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to incorporate BG particles into aligned collagen network.
Native bone is a composite mixture of 50–70% inorganic min-
eral and 20–40% organic matrix that is mostly comprised of
collagen type I.23,24 BG-ELAC threads developed in this study
mimic the compositional and structural (highly aligned and
densely packed collagen fibers) aspects of the native bone ECM
niche. In this study, two different hypotheses were tested: (1)
tissue-level (60 wt %) BG can be incorporated within aligned
collagen threads using the electrochemical process, and (2) BG
incorporation will enhance mechanical properties and cell-
mediated mineralization on electrochemically aligned collagen
(ELAC) threads. BG incorporation into ELAC threads was con-
firmed via Alizarin red S staining and Raman spectroscopy. The
effect of BG incorporation on the alignment of ELAC threads
was assessed by polarized microscopy. Monotonic tensile tests
were performed to assess the effect of BG incorporation on the
mechanical properties of ELAC threads. Bone bioactivity of BG–
ELAC threads was demonstrated by assessing the formation of
hydroxycarbonate apatite (HCA) layer post incubation in simu-
lated body fluid (SBF) using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM).25 Finally, Saos-2 cells were cultured on BG–ELAC
threads and osteoblastic activity was assessed via examination
of cell-mediated mineralization using SEM, energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX) and Raman spectroscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthesis of bioglass-incorporated ELAC threads
BG was incorporated within ELAC threads by following a pre-
viously published protocol with slight modifications.26,27

Briefly, acid soluble monomeric type I bovine collagen solu-
tion (Purecol, 3.1 mg/mL, Advanced Biomatrix, CA) was dia-
lyzed against water for 24 h. A stock solution of BG particles
(46.1 mol % SiO2, 26.9 mol % CaO, 24.4 mol % Na2O, 2.5 mol
% P2O5; GLO160P/-20; �20 mm particle size; MO-SCI

Corporation, MO) was prepared by suspending the particles at
a concentration of 200 mg/mL in water. An appropriate vol-
ume of BG particles was suspended into dialyzed collagen
solution to make a composite mixture of BG:collagen 60:40
(w/w). The BG:collagen mixture was loaded between two
stainless-steel wire electrodes (electrode spacing: 1.8 mm)
and an electric field of 3 Vwas applied for 30 min. The electric
field triggers the formation of a pH gradient between the elec-
trodes resulting in the collagen molecules close to the anode
gaining a positive charge and the ones close to the cathode
gaining a negative charge. The like-charged electrodes repel
the collagen molecules away resulting in aggregation of the
collagen molecules at the isoelectric point (pI). During the
alignment process, the BG particles become entrapped within
aligned collagen to form BG-ELAC threads. Collagen-only
threads were prepared in a similar manner but without the
addition of BG particles. ELAC and BG–ELAC threads were
freshly prepared for all the experiments. In case of overnight
storage, excess water was blotted on a Kim Wipe and the
threads were stored in a semi-wet condition in the refrigera-
tor at 48C. The term thread is used in this study to signify bun-
dles of densely packed collagen microfibrils within ELAC.

Confirmation of bioglass incorporation within
ELAC threads via Alizarin Red S staining
Alizarin Red S is commonly used to identify the presence of
calcium in tissue sections.28 As BG is rich in calcium, the
presence of BG within ELAC threads can be confirmed by
staining the BG–ELAC threads with Alizarin Red S. ELAC
threads (without BG) were used as control. Threads were
stained with 40 mM Alizarin Red S stain for 20 min at room
temperature and washed with copious amounts of water to
remove excess dye. Following this, the threads were imaged
under a microscope to examine the presence and distribu-
tion of BG in BG–ELAC threads.

Effect of bioglass incorporation on alignment
of ELAC threads
Polarized imaging was employed to assess the effect of BG
incorporation on the alignment of ELAC threads as described
in a previous publication.29 Briefly, BG–ELAC threads were
placed on a polarized microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a
first-order wavelength gypsum plate. The alignment of
collagen molecules within BG–ELAC threads was confirmed
by verifying that the birefringent collagen molecules appear
blue when the thread was aligned parallel to the slow axis of
the gypsum plate.

Quantitative assessment of amount of bioglass
incorporated within ELAC threads
While 60 wt % BG was initially added to dialyzed collagen
solution prior to the electrochemical alignment process, it is
important to confirm the amount of BG that is incorporated
within ELAC thread postalignment. As ELAC and BG–ELAC
threads were made using the same volume of collagen
solution, it was assumed that the amount of collagen pres-
ent in the threads was the same. At first, ELAC threads
(16 cm length; N54/group) were vacuum dried, weighed
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individually (WELAC), and the average dry weight of ELAC
thread (WELAC, avg) was calculated. BG–ELAC threads of the
same length (N5 4) were weighed (WBG-ELAC) in a similar
manner. The amount of BG incorporated (WBG) was calcu-
lated by taking the difference in weight of each BG-ELAC
thread with the average weight of ELAC threads (WBG-

ELAC2WELAC,avg). The amount of BG per gram of BG–ELAC
thread was calculated by taking the ratio of the weight of
BG and the total weight of BG–ELAC using the equation
below.

WBG per gramof thread5
WBG2ELAC2WELAC;avg

WBG2ELAC

To determine the stability of BG particles within the thread,
ELAC and BG–ELAC threads were incubated in calcium free
PBS for 7 days at 37 8C. At periodic intervals (day 1, day 3,
and day 7), threads were removed from the incubator, vac-
uum dried, and weighed. The weights recorded were used
to determine whether BG particles remain intact in an aque-
ous medium over time.

Mechanical assessment of bioglass-incorporated
ELAC threads
The effect of BG incorporation on the mechanical properties
of ELAC threads was assessed by performing monotonic
tensile tests using a Q800 dynamic mechanical analyzer (TA
Instruments). At first, each thread was cut at 2 cm length.
Excess water was removed by lightly blotting each thread
on a kim wipe. To minimize physical handling of the
threads, they were glued at both ends onto transparency
sheets. The threads were rehydrated and the cross-sectional
areas of ELAC and BG-ELAC threads (N527/group) was
determined by imaging the threads on a Zeiss microscope
and then measuring the diameter of each thread using
image analysis (Image J). Monotonic tensile tests were
performed by mounting the thread onto tension clamps. An
initial preload force of 0.001 N was applied to ensure that
the threads are taut prior to loading. Following this, the
thread was loaded at a rate of 0.01 N/min until failure and
the load and displacement data were recorded.30 The load-
ing rate employed in this study was optimized based on a
few pilot samples to ensure that the samples remain fully
hydrated during the test and the true wet mechanical prop-
erties can be determined. Stress was computed by normaliz-
ing the load with the initial cross-sectional area of the
thread and strain was determined by taking the ratio of the
change in length to the original length. Stress–strain curves
were generated and ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and
ultimate strain (US) were determined. Tensile modulus was
calculated by taking the slope of the steepest region of the
stress–strain curve.

Assessment of mineralization of bioglass-incorporated
ELAC threads in SBF
The bone bioactivity of ELAC and BG–ELAC threads was
assessed by incubating the threads in Kokubo’s simulated
body fluid (SBF). SBF was prepared by following the recipe

published by Kokubo et al. and the pH of SBF was adjusted
to 7.4.25 SBF conditioning of the threads (1 cm length) was
performed by incubating the threads in sterile SBF in micro-
centrifuge tubes at 378C for 7 days. The recommended ratio
of SBF volume to surface area of the threads was main-
tained throughout the incubation period25 and the SBF solu-
tion was replaced every two days to replenish the supply of
ions. At periodic intervals (days 1, 3, and 7), threads were
removed from SBF (N5 3/group/time point), washed with
DI water and prepared for SEM analysis. Briefly, the threads
were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol (20%, 50%,
75%, 90%, and 100%) and then treated with 50:50 v/v
amyl acetate:ethanol solution, and stored in 100% amyl
acetate. The threads were then dried in a Denton DCP-1
critical point dryer, sputter-coated with gold, and observed
under SEM (JEOL SEM).

Saos-2 cell culture
Human Osteosarcoma Saos-2 cells (HTB-85, ATCC) were cul-
tured in 75 cm2 flasks and maintained in RPMI growth
medium (Corning, VA) supplemented with 15% fetal bovine
serum (FBS), 1% L-glutamine, and 1% penicillin–streptomycin
in 5% CO2 at 378C. Passage-7 cells were used for all the
experiments.

Effect of bioglass incorporation into ELAC threads on
Saos-2 cell viability, morphology, and proliferation
ELAC and BG–ELAC threads were cut into 2-cm-long pieces,
sterilized in 70% ethanol, washed in 13 PBS, and placed in
an ultralow attachment 6-well plate (6 threads/well). To
assess the effect of BG incorporation on cell viability and
morphology, saos-2 cells (passage 7) were seeded onto the
threads at a density of 10,000 cells/cm2 (based on the area
of the well). The unattached cells were removed 6 h post-
seeding by replacing the culture medium and the adherent
cells were cultured for 7 days. The cells were maintained in
osteogenic medium composed of alpha-MEM supplemented
with 10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine, 1% penicillin/streptomycin,
50 mg/mL ascorbic acid, and 10 mM b-glycerophosphate.
Culture medium was replaced every 3 days.

For cell viability assessment, threads were extracted from
the culture plate (N53 threads/group/time point) at day
1 and day 7, washed in PBS and stained with Calcein AM
(live cells) and ethidium homodimer (dead cells) for 15 min
at 378C. Following this, the stained cells were imaged using a
fluorescent microscope (Zeiss) to assess cell viability.

For cell morphology assessment, threads were extracted
(N53 threads/group/time point) from the culture wells at
days 1 and 7, and fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde solution
(with 0.05% Triton-X 100 in 13 PBS) for 15 min at room
temperature. The threads were then washed with PBS and
incubated in permeabilization buffer (0.1% Triton-X 100 in
13 PBS) for 15 min. After permeabilization, the threads
were washed twice with 13 PBS and incubated in blocking
buffer (1% bovine serum albumin and 0.05% Triton-X
100 in 13 PBS) for 30 min. Following this, the threads
were washed with PBS, and the cells were stained with a
working solution (1:25 dilution in 13 PBS) of AlexaFluor
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488 Phalloidin (Invitrogen, CA) for 30 min. Confocal micros-
copy (Nikon) was performed to image the cell cytoskeleton
and assess cell morphology on ELAC and BG–ELAC threads.

Cell proliferation was quantified using Alamar Blue
assay. At days 1, 4, and 7, threads were incubated in a 10%
Alamar blue solution in culture medium at 378C for 2 h. Ali-
quots of 100 mL from each well were transferred to a 96-
well plate in triplicate and fluorescence was measured at an
excitation wavelength of 555 nm and emission wavelength
of 595 nm using M2e Spectramax plate reader (Molecular
Devices). A standard curve was generated using known cell
populations and the resulting equation was used to calcu-
late the cell numbers on the threads.

Assessment of cell-mediated mineralization
using SEM and EDAX analyses
To assess the effect of BG incorporation into ELAC threads
on Saos-2 cell-mediated mineralization, SEM analyses was
performed. At day 7, threads were extracted from culture
wells (N5 3 threads/group) and fixed in 2.5% glutaralde-
hyde solution (in 13 PBS) for 3 h. Following this, the
threads were dehydrated and dried as described in the sec-
tion “Assessment of mineralization of bioglass-incorporated
ELAC threads in SBF.” SEM analysis was performed to visu-
ally confirm the presence of mineralized nodules on ELAC
and BG-ELAC threads. Furthermore, EDAX analyses were
performed to assess the composition of cell-mediated min-
eralized matrix.

Raman characterization of bioglass-incorporated
ELAC threads
Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm the presence of BG
within the ELAC threads as prepared. Additionally, the degree
of Saos-2 cell-mediated apatite formation was also investi-
gated after 7 days of culture. At day 7, ELAC threads were
removed from culture wells, fixed in 3.7% formalin, washed
with 13 PBS, and subsequently prepared for Raman analysis
by placing the threads onto MgF2 slides (Crystran, UK) sub-
mersed in PBS. The Raman system utilized in this study for
imaging and spectral acquisition included a Renishaw InVia
Raman Spectrometer (Renishaw PLC, UK) coupled to an
upright Leica DM2500 microscope with an automated XYZ
stage and fluorescence imaging system. The spectrometer
consists of a 785 nm NIR Diode laser, 1200 l/mm grating, and
a 100 Deep Depletion CCD camera. A 633 Leica U-V-I water dip-
ping objective lens with 0.9 NA and 2 mm working distance
was used for all spectral acquisitions. The StreamlineHR map-
ping function within the Renishaw Wire 4.2 software was uti-
lized to collect line maps (N512) for each group of ELAC
threads from a wavenumber range of approximately 600–
1700 cm21. Each line map consisted of 10 acquisitions using
an 8 mm step size for a total sampling length of 80 mm per line
map. An acquisition time of 15 s was used for all maps col-
lected. All the spectra then underwent preprocessing,
which includes a fitted polynomial baseline subtraction for
background removal, and cosmic ray removal using the
“width of features” identification procedure within the Wire
4.2 software. A total of 2 line maps were rejected from the

dataset as outliers associated with instrumentation anomalies.
Average spectra, standard deviations, and difference spectra
were then calculated and plotted using Matlab (Mathworks).

Statistical analyses
Normality of data was assessed using JMP software (JMP Sta-
tistical Discovery from SAS, Cary, NC). Data for mechanical
tests of ELAC and BG-ELAC threads were found to be non-
normal. Therefore, a nonparametric statistical analysis was
performed using the Wilcoxon test (JMP). Data for Alamar
blue assay was normally distributed and hence statistical
analyses to assess differences in cell number between ELAC
and BG–ELAC threads at each time point was performed
using one-way ANOVAwith Tukey post hoc test (JMP). Statistical
significance was set at p< 0.05.

RESULTS

Characterization of bioglass-incorporated ELAC threads
ELAC threads without BG showed no evidence of Alizarin red
S staining [Fig. 1(A)]. On the other hand, BG-ELAC threads
stained positive for Alizarin red S confirming that BG can be
successfully incorporated throughout the length of the ELAC
threads by simply mixing it with dialyzed collagen prior to the
electrochemical process [Fig. 1(B)]. Raman spectral data
showed that subtraction of the average collagen-only ELAC
thread spectrum from the average BG–ELAC thread spectrum
yields the spectral contribution from the initial incorporation
of the BG [Fig. 1(C)]. The peak at 960 cm21 originates from
the strong phosphate stretching mode of the BG composi-
tion,15,31,32 suggesting BG has been successfully incorporated
into the ELAC threads. Furthermore, the 960 cm21 peak is not
observed for spectra collected from the collagen-only ELAC
thread, as would be expected, as no BG was incorporated.

Polarized imaging showed that the collagen molecules
in BG–ELAC threads exhibit blue color when aligned parallel
to the slow axis of the gypsum plate suggesting that colla-
gen alignment in ELAC is maintained upon BG incorporation
(Fig. 2).

Quantification of bioglass amount in ELAC threads
The average dry weight of a 16-cm-long ELAC thread (WELAC, avg)
was found to be 0.66 0.1 mg. On the other hand, the dry weight
of individual BG–ELAC threads (WBG-ELAC) of the same length
ranged from 1.2 to 1.6 mg. The average amount of BG (WBG)
incorporated in a 16-cm-long BG–ELAC thread was found to be
0.8760.15 mg (WBG-ELAC2WELAC, avg). Finally, the amount of
BG incorporated per gram of BG–ELAC thread was calculated by
taking the ratio ofWBG toWBG-ELAC and found to be 0.596 0.06 g
(�60% w/w) suggesting that most of the BG added to dialyzed
collagen is incorporated within the ELAC thread after the electro-
chemical process. Together, these results indicate that the
electrochemical process is a highly efficient method for the incor-
poration of BG within aligned collagen threads.

Furthermore, no change in the weights of ELAC and BG–
ELAC threads was found over time (data not shown) sug-
gesting that the ions release slowly from BG and that BG
particles were stably present within the threads until day 7.
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Effect of bioglass incorporation on mechanical
properties of ELAC threads
Monotonic tensile tests were performed to evaluate the
mechanical properties of ELAC and BG–ELAC threads. Figure
3(A) shows the typical stress–strain curves obtained for ELAC
and BG–ELAC threads. BG incorporation resulted in a signifi-
cant increase in the UTS and tensile modulus of ELAC threads
(p< 0.05). Specifically, a threefold increase in UTS [Fig. 3(B)]
and a fivefold increase in the tensile modulus [Fig. 3(C)] were
observed upon incorporation of BG into ELAC threads. On the
other hand, the extensibility of BG–ELAC threads was signifi-
cantly lower (p< 0.05) compared to ELAC threads as indi-
cated by an ultimate strain (US) of 15% for BG–ELAC threads
compared to 30% for ELAC threads [Fig. 3(D)]. Together, these
results indicate that BG incorporation significantly improves
the strength and modulus of ELAC threads.

Effect of bioglass incorporation into ELAC threads on
mineralization in SBF
Mineralization in SBF was investigated using SEM to assess
the bone bioactivity of ELAC and BG–ELAC threads. SEM imag-
ing revealed that mineralization of BG-ELAC threads was

initiated at day 1 and threads on day 1 that was observed to
progressively increase with time [Fig. 4(D–F)]. By day 7, exten-
sive mineralization was observed throughout the length of the
BG–ELAC threads [Fig. 4(F)]. On the other hand, ELAC threads
showed no evidence of mineralization until day 7 [Fig.
4(A–C)]. Together, these results indicate that incorporation of
BG improves the bone bioactivity of ELAC threads.

Effect of bioglass incorporation into ELAC threads on
saos-2 cell viability, morphology, and proliferation
Results from live-dead assay showed that almost all cells
stained green at day 1 and day 7 on both ELAC and BG-
ELAC threads (Fig. 5), indicating that Saos-2 cells are viable
on both groups. Confocal images of actin cell cytoskeletal
staining revealed that the cells were uniformly seeded on
both ELAC and BG–ELAC threads at day 1 [Fig. 6(A,D)]. No
discernible differences in cell morphology were observed
between the two thread types. Furthermore, cells on both
the threads showed preferential orientation along the long
axis of the thread suggesting that the underlying topography
of the threads is guiding cell alignment. Comparing the cell
actin filament staining between day 1, day 4, and day 7

FIGURE 1. A,B: Confirmation of BG incorporation in ELAC threads with Alizarin Red S staining. BG-ELAC thread stained positive for Alizarin Red

S (B) while ELAC threads without BG did not stain red (A). Scale bar: 100 mm. C: Raman difference spectra indicating the contribution of initial

BG incorporation, resulting from the subtraction of average collagen-only ELAC thread spectra from average BG-ELAC thread spectra as made.

The strong peak at 961 cm21 corresponds to characteristic PO32
4 vibrations within BG.

FIGURE 2. Polarized imaging of ELAC (A) and BG-ELAC (B) threads. BG incorporation does not disturb the alignment of collagen fibrils in ELAC

threads. Scale bar: 100 mm.
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clearly shows that cells proliferate rapidly over time on
both ELAC and BG–ELAC threads (Fig. 6). By day 7, a fully
confluent cell layer was observed on both threads indicating
that cells proliferate well on both threads [Fig. 6(C,F)]. Ala-
mar blue results showed that the cell numbers on BG–ELAC

threads were significantly (p< 0.05) higher than ELAC
threads suggesting that BG incorporation increased Saos-2
cell proliferation (Fig. 7). Together, these results indicate
that viability, morphology, and proliferation of Saos-2 cells
are maintained on BG-ELAC threads.

FIGURE 3. Assessment of mechanical properties of ELAC and BG-ELAC threads. A: Typical stress–strain curves for ELAC and BG-ELAC threads.

B: Ultimate tensile stress. C: Tensile modulus. D: Ultimate strain. The boxes represent 25th to 75th percentile of the data separated by a line at

the median. The whiskers show the upper and lower extremes. Dots show the outliers. BG incorporation significantly increases the ultimate ten-

sile stress and the tensile modulus of ELAC threads. * indicates statistical significance p< 0.05 between ELAC and BG-ELAC threads.

FIGURE 4. SEM analysis of mineralization on ELAC and BG-ELAC threads after conditioning in SBF. A,B,C: ELAC threads do not show mineraliza-

tion after 7 days of conditioning in SBF. D,E,F: SEM imaging showed increased mineralization in BG-ELAC threads over time. Scale bar: 5 mm.
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Effect of bioglass incorporation into ELAC threads on
saos-2 cell-mediated mineralization
Cell-mediated mineralization on ELAC and BG–ELAC threads
was assessed using SEM and EDAX analyses. While little to
no mineralization was observed on ELAC threads [Fig.
8(A,D)], a highly dense layer of mineralized matrix was
observed on BG–ELAC threads [Fig. 8(B,E)]. SEM images

revealed the presence of numerous matrix-vesicle-like struc-
tures on Saos-2 cells seeded on BG–ELAC threads [Fig.
8(E)]. On the other hand, cells seeded on ELAC threads
showed very few of these structures [Fig. 8(D)]. EDAX anal-
yses of the mineralized matrix on BG-ELAC threads showed
distinct peaks for Ca and P with a Ca/P ratio of 1.4 [Fig.
9(B)]. Ca and P peaks were not observed on ELAC threads
[Fig. 9(A)]. BG–ELAC threads without cells also showed
some evidence of mineralization [Fig. 8(C,F)]; however, the
extent of mineralization was significantly lower than that on
BG–ELAC threads with cells [Fig. 8(B,E)]. Furthermore,
EDAX analyses revealed that the mineralized matrix on BG–
ELAC threads with cells was compositionally richer in Ca
and P [34 wt % Ca and 18 wt % P; Fig. 9(B)] compared to
the matrix on BG-ELAC threads without cells (11 wt % Ca
and 7 wt % P; Fig. 9(C)]. Together, these results indicate
that BG incorporation enhances Saos-2 cell-mediated miner-
alization on ELAC threads thereby confirming the bone bio-
activity of BG–ELAC threads.

Confirmation of cell-mediated mineralization
by Raman spectroscopy
The 960 cm21 peak intensity observed for BG–ELAC threads
before culture provides for an initial reference value for
subsequent comparison to the BG/apatite spectral contribu-
tion after cell culture. Shown in Figure 10(A) is the differ-
ence spectrum produced by subtraction of the average
spectrum collected from cell-free BG–ELAC threads incu-
bated in cell culture media for 7 days from the average
spectrum of the cell seeded BG–ELAC threads after 7 days
in culture. Therefore, Figure 10(A) provides the spectral

FIGURE 5. Assessment of Saos-2 cell viability using live-dead assay.

Most of the cells appear green indicating that cells are viable until

day 7 on ELAC and BG-ELAC threads. Scale bar: 100 lm.

FIGURE 6. Assessment of Saos-2 cell morphology on ELAC and BG-ELAC threads via cytoskeleton staining using Alexa Fluor Phalloidin 488. No

differences in cell morphology were observed between two thread types. Cells proliferate well on both threads and a fully confluent cell layer is

observed on day 7. Scale bar: 100 mm.
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change due to the presence of cells on the BG-ELAC threads
after 7 days of culture, giving the overall cellular contribu-
tion. Evidence of the spectral contribution from the cells is
suggested by the presence of the 1005 cm21 peak often
used as an indicator of cellular protein content.32 Notably, it
appears that there is an overall significant increase in the
intensity of the 960 cm21 peak, which may suggest that
apatite nodule formation by the cells is contributing to the
increased phosphate peak intensity. This suggestion is fur-
ther evidenced by inspection of Figure 10(B) which shows

the overlay of the average spectrum from BG–ELAC threads
at before cell culture and the average spectrum from BG–
ELAC threads at day 7 after cell culture. From the spectral
overlay, it can be seen that not only is the 960 cm21 peak
area significantly greater after 7 days of cell culture, but
also the 960 cm21 peak exhibits a broadening with a
shoulder becoming present at 936 cm21. This may suggest
further that the increased peak area is due to the presence
of not only the original BG, but also the spectral
contribution from a surface layer of apatite in the form of
nodules as revealed by SEM imaging and EDAX analyses.

DISCUSSION

BG is a highly bioactive material that has been reported to
bond to both bone and soft tissue.33 Low fracture toughness
of pure BG scaffolds is a major limitation that impedes their
use in load-bearing applications.34 Development of compos-
ite scaffolds comprising a polymeric biomaterial and BG can
help improve toughness and yet maintain the bioactivity
associated with BG. Collagen type I and BG composite scaf-
folds mimic the compositional aspects of native bone and
hence have been extensively investigated for bone tissue
engineering applications.17 Freeze-drying35,36 and plastic
compression15,22 are commonly used scaffold fabrication
methodologies for the synthesis of collagen–BG scaffolds.
Freeze-drying yields highly porous BG-incorporated collagen
scaffolds but these scaffolds are mechanically weak. While
cross-linking improves the mechanical properties of freeze-
dried scaffolds,37 it can significantly modulate the host
response to the scaffold upon implantation.38 On the other

FIGURE 8. Assessment of Saos-2 cell-mediated mineralization on ELAC and BG-ELAC threads after 7 days. A–C: Low-magnification images (scale

bar: 10 mm). D–F: High-magnification images (scale bar: 5 mm). A,D: Saos-2 cells seeded on ELAC threads showed no evidence of mineralization

in culture. B,E: Cells seeded on BG-ELAC threads showed the formation of characteristic mineralized nodules on the cell surface, along with the

deposition of a dense cell-mediated mineralized matrix (indicated by “*”). The arrow heads point to vesicle-like structures on the cell surface.

(C, F) Extent of mineralization on BG-ELAC threads in culture medium without cells was significantly lower than with cells (B, E).

FIGURE 7. Quantification of cell proliferation on ELAC and BG-ELAC

threads using Alamar blue assay. BG incorporation enhanced cell

proliferation on ELAC threads. * indicates p< 0.05 between ELAC and

BG-ELAC threads at each time point.
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hand, plastic compression of BG incorporated collagen gels
provides a highly dense and mechanically stiff collagen
matrix39; however, unlike native bone, the collagen fibers
within the plastically compressed matrix are randomly ori-
ented. Previous studies have shown that anisotropically ori-
ented collagen fibers can act as a framework for cell-mediated
deposition of an oriented mineralized matrix that is similar to
the structural arrangement of mineralized fibers found in
native bone.8,40 Several methods that include extrusion,41,42

electrospinning,43,44 microfluidic alignment,45 and magnetic
alignment46,47 have been employed to develop collagen-based
scaffolds with anisotropically aligned collagen fibers. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, use of these methodologies
to incorporate an insoluble second phase within the aligned
collagen network is not straightforward. We have previously
shown that it is feasible to incorporate additional components
(e.g., decorin, elastin) within highly aligned and dense

collagen matrices using the electrochemical fabrication tech-
nology by simply mixing the component with collagen prior to
the electrochemical process.26,27,48 This study is the first
attempt to incorporate BG into ELAC threads in an effort to
mimic the compositional, structural, and functional properties
of native bone and thereby allow for better integration of the
scaffold with host tissue to augment bone repair and
regeneration.

Electrochemical fabrication methodology is a pH-gradient-
driven process for the synthesis of highly aligned collagen
threads via the application of an electric field that drives the
self-assembly of the collagen molecules along the isoelectric
point.29 This method has been previously used to synthesize
collagen scaffolds for tendon,49,50 cornea,51 vascular,27 and
nerve52 tissue engineering applications. In this study, 60% of
BG (w/w) was incorporated within ELAC thread to mimic the
60% inorganic (mineral) and 40% organic (collagen)

FIGURE 9. EDAX analysis of Saos-2 cell-mediated mineralization on ELAC and BG-ELAC threads. A: ELAC thread did not show the presence of

calcium or phosphorus peaks. The cell-mediated matrix deposited on the BG-ELAC thread (B) was compositionally richer in calcium and

phosphorous as compared to (C) the mineralization observed on BG-ELAC threads incubated in culture medium without cells at day 7 (Ca peaks:

red arrows; P peaks: black arrows).

FIGURE 10. Raman spectra confirming cell-mediated mineralization on BG incorporated ELAC threads after 7 days of incubation. A: Difference

spectra indicating the overall cellular contribution after 7 days of incubation, produced by subtracting the average spectra of cell-free day 7

BG-ELAC threads from cell seeded day 7 BG-ELAC threads. The presence of a peak at 1004 cm21 and a high-intensity phosphate peak at

960 cm21 suggest the presence of cellular protein and apatite formation. B: Overlay spectra of as made BG-ELAC thread average spectra

(shown with dashed line) and cell-seeded BG-ELAC threads after 7 days of culture (shown with solid line). A significant increase in 960 cm21

peak intensity is overserved, and the formation of a broad shoulder in the 935 cm21 region. Collagen peaks can be observed at 856, 877, 1033,

1246, and 1451 cm21. The sharp peak at 1004 cm21 can be assigned to phenylalanine ring vibrations.
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composition of native bone.23,24 BG incorporation within
ELAC threads was confirmed via Alizarin red S staining [Fig.
1(B)] as has been previously done with plastically com-
pressed collagen matrices.16 Polarized microscopy revealed
that collagen alignment within the ELAC thread is maintained
upon BG incorporation (Fig. 2). This finding is in contrast to a
previous study that showed that incorporation of decorin at
moderately high concentrations (10:1 collagen:decorin molar
ratio) resulted in significant disruption of collagen alignment
within ELAC threads.26 This disruption in collagen alignment
upon decorin incorporation was attributed to the lateral
aggregation and precipitation of collagen fibrils mediated by
the interaction of dermatan sulfate and collagen in low ionic
conditions like the ones present in dialyzed collagen.53 These
aggregates are large in size and hence fail to orient along the
long axis of the ELAC thread. On the other hand, the BG par-
ticles get physically entrapped within the core of the ELAC
threads without inducing aggregation of collagen fibrils and
thus the overall alignment of collagen in BG–ELAC threads is
maintained.

The amount of BG incorporated within ELAC threads
was quantified by calculating the percent difference in the
weights of BG–ELAC and ELAC threads of equal length. A
similar method has been previously employed to quantify
the amount of collagen and BG in plastically compressed
collagen matrices.22 Results from this study showed that
most of the BG particles added to dialyzed collagen get
entrapped within the ELAC thread suggesting that the elec-
trochemical process is a highly efficient method for the gen-
eration of collagen-based composite materials. It must be
noted that the BG amount calculated in this study is a rea-
sonable estimate based on the assumption that the mass of
collagen in ELAC and BG–ELAC threads is comparable.

Highly ordered and densely packed arrangement of col-
lagen fibers are critical for the load-bearing mechanical
properties of musculoskeletal tissues such as bone and ten-
don. Collagen fibrils within ELAC threads mimic this
arrangement and hence show improved mechanical proper-
ties as compared to traditional gel-based collagen scaffolds
which are weak due to poor packing density and random
orientation of collagen fibers.29 Tensile test results from this
study showed that BG incorporation significantly increased
the mechanical properties of ELAC threads (Fig. 3). These
results are in agreement with several studies in the litera-
ture that show an increase in tensile strength and modulus
of collagen-based scaffolds upon BG incorporation.18,54

Wheeler et al. have shown that composites of elastin-like
polypeptides (ELP) and collagen showed a two- to threefold
increase in the tensile modulus after BG incorporation.54 In
another study, Long et al. incorporated BG into a macropo-
rous collagen fiber scaffold using a slurry dipping technique
and showed that the tensile strength and modulus of the
scaffold significantly increased upon BG incorporation.18

This enhancement in mechanical properties can be attrib-
uted to the formation of a composite collagen–BG structure
that results in the reinforcement of the collagen fiber frame-
work.17,20 Further, it has been previously reported that
interfacial interactions between collagen and BG improves

the tensile properties of collagen–BG scaffolds.18 Although
the tensile modulus of BG–ELAC threads is weaker than
native bone (1–20 GPa),55 the mechanical properties of BG–
ELAC threads are significantly higher than most other colla-
gen–BG scaffolds possibly due to the anisotropic orientation
of collagen fibrils within BG-ELAC threads. Specifically, the
tensile modulus of BG–ELAC threads investigated in this
study was around 10 MPa, which is significantly higher than
that reported for plastically compressed collagen–BG matri-
ces (1.2 MPa).16 Furthermore, the aligned collagen topogra-
phy within BG-ELAC threads can promote cell adhesion and
oriented matrix deposition via contact guidance.

Results from the SBF study showed extensive minerali-
zation on BG–ELAC threads while no mineralization ensued
on ELAC threads (Fig. 4). This selective mineralization only
on the BG–ELAC threads can be attributed to the well-
established mechanism for the formation of hydroxyl-
carbonate-apatite (HCA) layer via ionic dissolution from BG
followed by chemisorption of amorphous Ca21, PO32, and
CO32 ions to form hydroxyapatite crystallites that act as
nucleation sites for crystallization of the HCA layer.56 Previ-
ous studies have shown that the HCA layer readily bonds
with type I collagen and thereby strengthens the interaction
between collagen and BG particles.57,58 Specifically, Orefice
et al. have performed AFM measurements and shown that
the magnitude of interaction between collagen and BG par-
ticles is directly dependent on the amount of HCA layer for-
mation.57,58 SBF results of the current study are in
agreement with previous work that assessed the bone bio-
activity of plastically compressed collagen–BG scaffolds and
showed that the presence of BG induced rapid mineraliza-
tion in SBF.22 In a separate study, a porous composite scaf-
fold using polylactide-co-glycolide (PLAGA) and BG was
shown to induce the formation calcium phosphate deposits
in SBF suggesting that the incorporation of BG improved the
bioactivity of the PLAGA scaffold.20 Expedited mineralization
in SBF demonstrates the bioactivity of BG–ELAC threads
and may serve as a predictive indicator of the in vivo per-
formance of BG–ELAC threads for bone tissue engineering
applications.

Saos-2 cells are mature osteoblasts that readily mineral-
ize in vitro and hence have been used as a model by several
studies to assess the osteoconductivity of materials.59–62

The enhanced cell proliferation on ELAC threads upon BG
incorporation (Fig. 7) is in agreement with a previous study
that showed that dissolution of ionic products from BG
improves cell proliferation.63 SEM results from this study
showed evidence of some mineralization on BG–ELAC
threads incubated for 7 days in culture medium without
cells possibly due to the precipitation of Ca and P ions from
the cell culture media [Fig. 8(C,F)]. When Saos-2 cells were
cultured on BG–ELAC threads, extensive mineralization was
observed as evidenced by a dense and continuous layer of
mineralized nodules surrounding the cells under SEM [Fig.
8(B,E)]. On the other hand, little to no cell-mediated miner-
alization was observed on ELAC threads without BG [Fig.
8(A,D)]. Matrix-vesicle-like structures were predominantly
observed on the surface of Saos-2 cells seeded on BG–ELAC
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threads [Fig. 8(E)]. Previous studies have demonstrated that
the formation of matrix vesicles is indicative of the onset of
cell-mediated mineralization.64,65 Matrix vesicles are not as
prominent on ELAC threads without BG [Fig. 8(D)], suggest-
ing that the mineralization process on ELAC threads is a lot
slower than that observed on BG–ELAC threads. A possible
mechanism for enhanced Saos-2 cell-mediated mineraliza-
tion on BG–ELAC threads may be associated with the accu-
mulation of ions released from BG within the cell vesicles
followed by subsequent budding and release of these
vesicles onto the collagen thread network and formation of
calcium phosphate deposits.66 These deposits in turn act as
nucleation sites that crystallize into a mineralized matrix in
the presence of Ca and P ions from BG and in the surround-
ing culture medium.67 EDAX analyses showed higher cal-
cium and phosphorous composition on BG–ELAC threads
with cells compared to without cells suggesting the forma-
tion of a more mature cell-mediated mineralized matrix
[Fig. 9(B,C)]. The Raman spectral overlay data show a signif-
icantly greater 960 cm21 peak for BG–ELAC threads after 7
days in culture [Fig. 10(B)], a finding that corroborates with
EDAX analyses and confirms enhanced mineralization in the
presence of cells.

In conclusion, electrochemical fabrication methodology
can be employed to incorporate tissue-level BG into aligned
collagen threads and yield a biomimetic material that
resembles the compositional and structural properties of
native bone. Results from the SBF study together with Saos-
2 cell-mediated mineralization demonstrated that BG incor-
poration improves the osteoconductivity of ELAC threads.
We have previously shown that pure ELAC threads suppress
osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs).49 Future studies will investigate whether incorpora-
tion of BG stimulates osteogenic differentiation of MSCs on
ELAC threads. Such material-directed osteogenic differentia-
tion may eliminate the need for external factors (e.g., BMP-
2, dexamethasone) as a viable growth factor-free approach
for bone repair and regeneration. Further, application of the
electrochemical method is not limited to aligned threads
alone but can also be used to synthesize compacted collagen
sheets by employing planar electrodes.48 The collagen fibers
within these sheets are densified but not anisotropically
aligned. Assessment of MSC osteogenic differentiation on
BG-incorporated electrochemically fabricated aligned and
unaligned collagen matrices will allow for decoupling the
effects of collagen alignment and BG incorporation on cellu-
lar response. Overall, BG–ELAC threads have immense
potential to be used as an osteoconductive material for
bone tissue engineering applications.
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